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Tuesday 24th September 2019
Outdoor Learning at Roan Head
Dear Parent/Carer,
Year 5 will be participating in their first outdoor learning day of the year on Wednesday 2nd October
when we will be heading off to Roan Head for the day.
The trip to Roan Head will allow the children to re-create scenes from Iron Man (their class text)
where they will hide/find and throw their own Iron Men off the sand dunes! They will also work on
some geography tasks; comparing the landscape of mountains and sea to the sky line of Barrow Town.
Outdoor Learning is a fantastic opportunity for the children to add to their classroom experiences
and make real life links to their learning. Clear links to English and Geography are obvious in this trip,
as well as opportunities to work on social skills and an appreciation of where we live.
Children will need to come to school with:
 A packed lunch (remember only free school lunch children will receive a lunch – see below).
 An additional drink and snack for a morning break.
 Comfortable outdoor clothing – come ready!
 Old trainers or wellies
 A water-proof coat
Any child who is in receipt of a FREE school lunch is still entitled to a free simple packed lunch (a
sandwich, biscuit, bag of crisps, piece of fruit and a carton of orange), however, last year we
increasingly noticed that most children like to bring their own packed lunch. To save food wastage, we
are asking this year for you to simply let us know if you would like a free lunch and we will happily
provide it. Please can you return the order form attached and a packed lunch will be ordered. If we
do not receive this back by Monday morning, we will assume that you will provide a lunch for your
child. As always, drinks must not be in bottles nor fizzy/energy.

Please note that if you have changed any personal details or contact numbers over the holidays it is
vitally important that these are updated should we need to contact you in an emergency.
Also, if your child has a new inhaler, medical updates or recently diagnosed allergies over the summer,
please contact the school office immediately.
Yours faithfully,

Mrs Ellis
PE and Out-door Learning Lead

